The extended Higgs sector, such as by a second Higgs doublet of type-II, provides portals to dark sector which contains missing particles at the LHC, e.g., dark matter (DM) particles. In this paper, working in the simplified model and taking into consideration the wide decay width effect of the mediator, we analyze the characteristic signatures of mono-b+MET and 2b+MET at the LHC. The latter signature was believed to be ineffective. While we found that, with the aid of razor shape analysis, it should be as important as the mono-b signature. In the region of relatively low mediator mass (below a few hundred GeV), by requiring the signal to background ratio greater than a few percent, the 2b-tagged razor analysis has comparable sensitivity to the mono-b search; it is even better for mediator lighter than ∼ 200 GeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hunting for dark matter (DM) is one of the main object of the current and future LHC experiments. However, owing to the lack of knowledge of interactions between the DM and the Standard Model (SM) particles, there are a huge pool of models to "explain" the existence of DM and a clear prediction of DM signature at the LHC is lost.
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One popular conjecture on the DM interaction is via the SM Higgs portal. In the domain of new physics, the Higgs sector may not just refer to the SM Higgs doublet of Φ 2 . Some popular extensions include a second Higgs doublet, a SM singlet scalar or both, and so on. It is of interest to consider the Higgs portal in the context of a broad Higgs sector. DM particles behave as missing transverse energy in the collider searches, which do not differ from any other particles that are neutral and long-lived. Therefore, to widen the use of this study, we will not restrict to DM, while generically refer DM as missing particle. Such a methodology avoids the conventional DM constraints, so that we just focus on the collider analysis.
In this paper, we consider DM interacting with the visible sector via a two-Higgs-doublet (2HDM) like portal, or more exactly Φ 1 -like portal. Φ 1 has interactions with the SM fermions as those in the type-II 2HDM [4] . The meaning of "like" will be explained in the text. A lot of papers have studied such a portal [5, 6] (in particular, a "derivation" of such a model in the framework of scale invariance [7] ), whereas a specific LHC study is still absent. Therefore, exploring the DM signatures at the LHC based on the Φ 1 -like portal is well motivated and timely. For the corresponding searches, we can take the advantage of the gg → bbΦ 1 (→ DM + DM) process, which is enhanced by large tan β and furnishes possibly two visible particles, i.e. a pair of bottom quarks in the final state. The resulting signatures of mono-b jet plus large missing transverse momentum (MET) and 2b-jets plus MET are different from the usual mono-jet signature [8] , where the later was based on effective operators likeqqχχ, with q being light quarks and χ being a fermionic DM field. This paper aims to analyze these signatures, which have not received much attention yet.
The mono-b analysis was initiated in Ref. [9] based on the scalar operator O b =bbχχ and followed by Ref. [10] based on the simplified model introducing a mediator in the s-channel. The CMS [11] and ATLAS [12] collaborations have searched this signature based on O b . The results were recasted to give a tentative bound on the pseudoscalar A portal DM model with the narrow width approximation (NWA) by assuming Br(A →χχ) = 1 [13] . However, in the region of interest at the future colliders, the mediators may have large couplings to both DM and quarks. Therefore, its width is expected to play an important role [10, 14] . Until recently, the CMS collaboration [15] has carried out a search for b-jet plus MET in the simplified model framework without adopting the NWA.
The 2b+MET channel has not been specifically investigated yet, 2 despite of a brief mention of sensitivity at the 8 TeV LHC using sbottom search data [19] . The main argument is that the second b-jet is usually soft, thus, it is hard to be detected [9] . However, an extra b-jet, once tagged, will be very helpful to suppress backgrounds. With two jets in the final state, the razor variables [20] [21] [22] [23] will be powerful discriminators at hand. This paper is devoted to detailedly analyzing the prospects for the 2b+MET channel within the framework of Φ 1 -like portal model, with the full consideration of the width of mediator. We find that in the region of relatively low mediator mass (below a few hundred GeV), the 2b-tagged razor analysis has comparable sensitivity with the mono-b search, if we require the signal to background ratio to be great than a few percent.
This work is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe the simplified model for the Φ 1 -like portal DM, where the couplings between the heavy mediators and the bottom quarks follow the type-II 2HDM. In Section III, we analyze the LHC searches for the mono-b+MET and the 2b+MET channels. Particularly, we highlight the possibilities of looking for the 2b+MET channel by using the shapes of the razor variables as powerful discriminators. The main results by either using the mono-b+MET channel or using the 2b+MET channel with the aid of the shape analysis are presented in Section IV. The conclusion is given in Section V.
II. THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR Φ1-LIKE PORTAL DM
In this section, we construct the simplified model for the Φ 1 -like portal DM. In the type-II 2HDM, there are two additional neutral Higgs bosons, one CP -even H and one CP -odd A. Their couplings to the down-type quarks and leptons are enhanced by large tan β, which is defined as the ratio between vacuum expectation values of Φ 2 and Φ 1 . The large tan β inputs lead to large production cross sections of H/A associated with bb. Moreover, an additional singlet scalar S, to which DM couples, may be also presented in the Higgs sector and it has the potential to have a large mixing with Φ 1 , thus inheriting features of Φ 1 . The resulting portal is dubbed Φ 1 -like. In this paper, we focus on the case that DM is a Majorana fermion χ. The corresponding simplified model for the H mediator is
In the class of type-II 2HDM-like models with an additional Higgs singlet of S, one has Y b = m b v tan β × sin θ with sin θ being the mixing factor between S and Φ 1 . This mixing angle can be sizable, i.e., θ ∼ π/4. Thus, it does not bring a significant suppression. In other words, Y b almost follows the doublet-b-quark coupling in 2HDM of m b v tan β, with tan β 10 of interest in this paper. The underlying singlet-DM coupling Y χ is not suppressed by any mixing angle and it is assumed to be of order one, which guarantees a substantial branching ratio of H → χχ. If the portal is the CP -odd Higgs boson A, the simplified model becomes
The Yukawa couplings between H/A and other SM fermions are not explicitly included here, which are assumed to resemble those of the type-II 2HDM. In more general sense, χ may not be a DM particle, while it represents a neutral and stable particle at the collider time scale. When kinematically allowed, the mediator H/A can decay into bottom quarks and DM particles. Their partial widths are
where n = 1 and 3 for A and H, respectively. In principle, the simplified model contains four free parameters, m H/A , m χ and Y b , Y χ . For the production mainly through a resonance, m χ is almost irrelevant as long as it stays sufficiently small, say O(1) GeV. We will further take a few samples of Y χ to reduce the number of free parameters.
III. COLLIDER SEARCHES A. Preliminary for the signals
In the simplified model, the DM can be pair produced via the s-channel A mediation. 3 The production cross section for the process can be calculated either in the four-flavor-number (4F) scheme [24] [25] [26] where the leading order (LO) process is gg → bbA(→ χχ), or in the five-flavor-number (5F) scheme where the LO process is bb → A(→ χχ). The calculation in the 5F scheme is highly simplified because of the reduced number of final state particles. In addition, the potentially large logarithms arising from collinear splitting of the initial quarks and gluons have already been resumed in the 5F parton distribution function. However, the 4F scheme that takes into account the full kinematics of the final states at the LO, is easier to simulate and will be adopted in this work. In the following discussion, the signal events and production cross section are generated by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [27] .
To get some idea on the relative production cross section between the signals with single b-tagged jet and two b-tagged jets, we first generate an inclusive event sample of gg → bbA without applying any cuts to the b-jets. 4 The inclusive production cross sections for different A masses are given in the second column of Tab. I. Next, we require at least one or two b-jets in the final state that have p T > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The fraction of events that pass these conditions are recorded in the third and fourth column of the same table. Depending on the Higgs mediator mass, the rates of signal with two b-jets are around 4-8 times smaller than the rates of signal with one b-jet. On the other hand, a large MET, i.e. large transverse momentum of Higgs is required in the mono-b search. The efficiency for a tentative cut on p T (A) is provided in the last column of the table. This cut will lead to lower signal rate than two b-jets cut at low m A and higher signal rate at high m A region. We find our results in Tab. I well match those given in Ref. [28] . In the previous studies, such as in Ref. [13] , the mediator is usually assumed to resume the NWA. However, in a large parameter space that can be explored at the LHC, the NWA tends to be invalid to certain degree, which causes significant errors. The reason is presented as follows. To guarantee sufficient signal production rate at the LHC via the process gg → bbA(→ χχ), both Y b and Y χ should be of order one. As will be shown later, even the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) can only probe the parameter regions of Y b 0.2 for m A 100 GeV, and an even much larger Y b is required for the heavier A. Consequently, the typical decay width is such that Γ(A → χχ + bb) 0.1m A , which apparently violates the NWA. In the present work, we will still incorporate the NW scenario for the purposes of validation as well as comparison. Note that in the WW scenario when Y b is sufficiently large, the event rate of σ(gg → bbA(→ χχ)) will become insensitive to Y b , because the Y 2 b factor in the production is cancelled by the one from Γ(A → bb), which dominates the propagator factor when one considers the regions close to the resonance. Such a behavior will be explicit in exploring the LHC sensitivity to the simplified model on the m A − Y b plane.
In the LHC studies, the Monte Carlo (MC) events for the signals and backgrounds are generated at the LO by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [27] , where the signal cross section is also calculated. The Pythia6 [29] is used for decaying the SM particles, parton showering and hadronization. The hadron-level events are passed through Delphes3 [30] with the default ATLAS setup to simulate the detector effects. As in the ATLAS analysis [12] , we set the b-tagging efficiency to be 60 %, and the corresponding mis-tagging rates for the charm-and light-flavor jets are 0.15 and 0.008, respectively.
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Throughout the simulation, we find that the difference between the scalar and the pseudoscalar is small. Therefore, we will focus on the pseudoscalar in our following study, which is also motivated by DM phenomenology [32] .
C. Recast ATLAS mono-b jet analysis
Even though our signal contains two b-quarks at the parton level, the second b-jet is usually too soft to be tagged, as shown in Tab. I. In this case, the final state is featured by a single b-jet and large MET, i.e., the mono-b signature. A dedicated search for the signal of heavy quark associated DM pair production has been carried out by ATLAS collaboration [12] at 8 TeV with the integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb −1 . In their analysis, the signal region SR1 especially focus on the mono-b signature, which requires lepton veto (N = 0), large MET ( / E T > 300 GeV), energetic b-tagged jet (p T (b 1 ) > 100 GeV), low jet multiplicity (N j =1-2) and large azimuthal angle separation between jets and MET (∆φ min (j i , / E T ) > 1.0). However, their results are only presented in terms of effective operators. In this subsection, we will recast their analysis in our simplified models.
We choose eight benchmark points, as shown in Tab. II. For each benchmark point, 10 5 signal events are generated at the parton level, with a cut p T (b 1 ) > 50 GeV on the leading b-jet. Then, we apply the cuts of the signal region SR1 and record the number of the remnant events in Tab. II. It turns out that the cut efficiencies increase with the increasing mediator masses in the NW scenario. This is well expected, since the final states become more energetic as the mediator becomes heavier. By contrast, the efficiency increases more slowly or even decreases in the high mass region in the WW scenario, where the off-shell contribution is dominant. To have a closer look at the above features, we plot the distributions of the discriminant variables in Fig. 1 for both scenarios prior to any selection cuts. Two benchmark points have been chosen to represent the low-mass region and the high-mass region, respectively. When the mediator is light, the differences between the NW and WW scenarios are negligible for all variables. While in the heavy mediator region, the overall energy scale of the final states becomes higher and even the second b-jet is likely to be tagged. Nevertheless, the significant off-shell mediator contribution in the WW scenario softens the final state, thus rendering softer p T (b 1 ) and MET and less N j . In addition, the distribution of ∆φ min (j i , / E T ) is also affected by the energy scale of the final states, namely, a higher energy scale leads to more QCD radiation thus a smaller ∆φ min (j i , / E T ). There are 440 observed events in the signal region SR1 with expected 385 ± 35 SM background events, which can yield an upper limit on the new physics cross section of ∼ 6.1 fb at the 95% confidence level (CL). The corresponding limit on the production cross sections for the benchmark points can be directly calculated via σ 8 S = 6.1 fb/ SR1 , where the values of SR1 can be simply derived from Tab. II.
In order to make a tentative estimation on the future discovery prospects of this channel, we extrapolate the 95% exclusion bound obtained at 8 TeV with two following assumptions as adopted in Refs. [33, 34] : (1) the signal and background efficiencies at different collider energies remain unchanged; (2) the uncertainty of background is scaled by √ B where B is the total number of background events after the selection. The corresponding 95% exclusion limit at the 14 TeV LHC, σ 14 S , can be extrapolated as
where σ B is the background production cross section and L is the integrated luminosity, with the superscripts indicating the LHC center-of-mass energy. In the simplified model, the mono-b signal production cross sections in the NW and WW scenarios can be calculated via the following relations
where we have chosen Y χ = 1 and the cross sections (for a given benchmark point) with the fixed input of Y b = 1 are calculated by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO and tabulated in Tab. III. With the signal cross section, a benchmark point will be excluded by the mono-b search at 95% CL if its production cross section given in Tab. III is larger than the corresponding σ As the central topic of this paper, we investigate the abandoned channel of 2b plus MET in this subsection. Comparing to the single b-jet plus MET channel, it has an additional suppression factor of 4-8 on its production cross section, as shown in Tab. I. Nevertheless, the second b-jet in the final state may serve as another handle to reduce the SM background, which improves the signal significance in turn. In particular, the shapes of razor variables are found to be powerful discriminators.
While generating the signal events, both b-jets are required to have p T (b i ) > 20 GeV, |η(b i )| < 2.5 and ∆(b 1 , b 2 ) > 0.4 at the parton level. At the LHC detectors, the charged leptons (in particular from cascade decays) may be missed and the light flavor jets may be mis-tagged as b jets. Therefore, they give rise to the main SM backgrounds 6 for the signal, tt, QCD multijets, W (→ ν)+jets and Z(→ νν)+jets. The NNLO tt production cross section of σ(tt) = 920 pb [35] is used in our analysis. Since the higher order correction tends to reduce the production cross sections of QCD multi-jet [36] , W (→ ν)+jet and Z(→ νν)+jets [37] in the region with high jet multiplicity, the LO cross sections calculated by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO are chosen to make a conservative evaluation: σ(QCD) = 3.4 × 10 At the detector level, the jet candidates are reconstructed by the anti-k t jet algorithm with the radius parameter of R = 0.4 in the FastJet [38] . Only events with at least two central jets are selected for the later analysis. The central jets should have p T > 40 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and ∆R > 0.4 away from other jets. In the case of more than two central jets in the final state, all n jets are partitioned into two group (dubbed megajet) with (2 n−1 − 1) possible ways. The megajet momentum is defined by the vector sum of all jets momenta in each group. The partition that minimizes the sum of two megajets invariant mass square is chosen, and the corresponding two megajets are denoted by J 1,2 . The razor variables [20, 21, 23] are defined as
The variable M R provides an estimation on the energy scale of a certain process. Thus, the signal process involving heavy particles typically has larger M R than the background processes. The variable R 2 is correlated with the angular separation between the J 1 and J 2 . In the background processes where two megajets are nearly back-to-back, R 2 is close to 0; whereas in the signal process especially when the DM particles carry away large energy, the R 2 variable tends to be fairly sizable.
Besides of the razor variables, we find that the number of b-tagged jets N b and the azimuthal angle separation between two megajets ∆φ(J 1 , J 2 ) also play important roles in separating the signal and background events. We demonstrate their distributions in 1. The signals have higher b-jet multiplicity than the backgrounds, with peak at N b = 1 ∼ 2. In the high b-jet multiplicity region, the backgrounds are dominated by tt. Additionally, the N b distributions of signal processes only have a weak dependence on the mediator mass.
2. The azimuthal angles between two megajets of signals are much smaller than those of the backgrounds. The signals involving a heavier mediator have smaller azimuthal angle separations, because two megajets are recoiled with higher energy for a heavier mediator, thus closer in azimuthal angle. There is a singular behavior at around ∆φ ∼ 0.4, due to the requirement of angular separation ∆R > 0.4 between jets.
3. For mediator mass of m A = 100 GeV, the signal has similar M R distribution with the backgrounds, since the typical mass scale is close to the electroweak scale. Nevertheless, M R increases substantially with the larger mediator mass of m A = 500 GeV.
4. On the other hand, the R 2 distribution for the signal with m A = 100 GeV, due to its much larger MET, is already much harder than that for the backgrounds. Meanwhile, the increase of R 2 with the mediator mass increasing from 100 GeV to 500 GeV is mild.
We can also see from the plots that in the mass region of interest (m A 500 GeV), the kinematic difference between the NW scenario and WW scenario is small.
As in the CMS experiment, events used for shape analysis could be collected with a trigger based on a loose selection cuts on M R and R 2 . Since strong cuts on M R and R 2 will be applied in our following analysis, we do not consider the trigger efficiency at this stage. The following preselection cuts are applied to the signal events before carrying out a dedicated shape analysis: (i) no isolated electron or muon; (ii) |∆φ(J 1 , J 2 )| < 2.5; (iii) exactly one b-tagged anti-k t jet in each megajet; (iv) M R > 300 GeV and R 2 > 0.1. The signal selection efficiencies with and without the b-tagging cut are shown in Tab. IV. It is seen that, the selection efficiency increases substantially with the increasing mediator mass; the WW scenario has lower efficiency than the NW scenario with same mediator mass because of the off-shell contribution discussed before, and their difference becomes more significant in the higher mediator mass region. The b-tagging efficiency is ∼ 20% in the full mediator mass region. More refined cuts on the razor variables depend on the shape of background events. As we can observe in the lower panels of Fig. 2 , the distribution of each background has a simple exponential dependence on M R and R 2 in the region M R 200 GeV and R 2 0.1. In contrast to the tails of the / E T distribution which is difficult to model, the distributions of the razor variables over a wide range can be well described by a probability function with two exponential components [22] 
This is especially helpful for the QCD background, because it is important but has too large production cross section to simulate sufficiently. The clean shape of razor variables can be used to predict the number of background events at the tail without heavy use of MC simulations. Furthermore, it can be found that the shape of the two dimensional M R -R 2 distribution are not biased by the b-tagging requirement. We first apply the preselection cuts (i)-(iii) introduced above to all background events. Different fitted regions on the M R -R 2 plane are defined for different backgrounds, based on the criteria that the shapes of the variables are smooth and the events are sufficient. The fitted regions are listed in the second row of Tab. V. At last, we fit the probability distribution function Eq. (10) for each background within the fitted region, by using the RooFit toolkit [39] . The fitted parameters are given in Tab. V as well. The estimated distance to minimum (EDM) defined as 2 · EDM = g T V g where g is gradient and V is covariance matrix shows the convergence of minimization. In Fig. 3 , we plot the projected 2-dimensional fit function on top of MC data (with only statistical uncertainty) for all backgrounds. We can observe that the distributions of backgrounds in M R and R 2 match the probability function quite well. The fitted functions have not been normalized yet, and it can be done as follows. For a certain background with the production cross section of σ 0 B , the total number of simulated events N 0 B , the number of events in fitting N and the area of the fitted function in the fit region S , its production cross section per unit area of the fitted functionσ B can be calculated asσ
whose values are given in the last row of Tab. V. In a given region S on the M R −R 2 plane, the normalized background cross section σ B is Having obtained the full information of backgrounds in their analytic forms, we can optimize the cuts at each benchmark point to gain the highest sensitivity. The optimization is based on the simplified model with Y b =1. Their production cross sections are given in Tab. VI. Meanwhile, the ratio of the signal to background cross section σ S /σ B in the selected region is required to be greater than 1% for the sake of tolerating a relatively large systematic uncertainty. 7 Moreover, σ S should be larger than 10 −2 fb to control the statistical uncertainty. The M R and R 2 cuts for two benchmark points with mediator masses of 100 GeV and 500 GeV in the NW scenario and WW scenario are given in Tab. VII, where the corresponding signal selection efficiency S and the background cross sections after the selection are also listed. For the benchmark point with m A = 100 GeV, a mild cut of M R 300 GeV is applied, leaving the QCD multi-jets process as the dominant background. Such a loose cut already helps to suppress the background cross sections to O(1) pb. While for the other benchmark point, a much harder cut of M R 700 GeV can be applied, and the remaining background is dominated by the tt process, whose energy scale is much higher than the QCD multi-jets process. This strong cut reduces the background cross section to O(1) fb level. In the last column of Tab. VII, the signal significances with the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 are given. Hopefully, the HL-LHC is able to probe the mediator mass up to around 500 GeV (in the WW scenario) with high signal significance as long as Y b ∼ 1. Tables for cuts on the razor variables (2nd and 3nd columns) ; cross sections of the backgrounds after the final selection (5nd to 8nd column); signal significance at 14 TeV LHC with integrated luminosity 3000 fb −1 (last column). We show two benchmark points with mA = 100/500 GeV, in the NW and WW scenarios.
IV. EXCLUSION LIMIT ON Y b AT 14 TEV LHC
In Sec. III C, we gave the 95% CL upper limit on the production cross section σ 
In the WW scenario, σ
is bounded from above when increasing Y b . As for the 2b-jets case, one gets the 95% CL (corresponding to 2-σ level signal significance) upper limit on Y b as
The results are displayed in Fig. 4 , and we find that in the NW scenario our results are well consistent with those of Ref. [13] . From the figures we get a few observations. First, in interpreting the searches, the NW scenario yield much more stringent bounds on Y b than the realistic WW scenario. For heavy inputs of m A , the NW scenario may turn out to be far from reliable, and the reasons have been explained before. Second, in the relatively heavier mediator region (far above 200 GeV), the mono-b search would yield significantly stronger bound on Y b than the 2b search.
8 Third, as expected, the parameter space of interest has a rather large Y b in particular. Therefore, flavor physics may raise the question of if our search is of real interest. For instance, the most stringent constraint from B → X s + γ imposes a lower bound on the mass of the charged Higgs boson in the type-II 2HDM of m H + 485 GeV, which is almost independent on Y b [40] . Even so, there is still a large parameter space remaining for our search. Moreover, that kind of bound does not apply to models beyond the minimal type-II 2HDM where the charged Higgs boson mass is not tied to the neutral mediator mass.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have analyzed the LHC signatures for the Type-II 2HDM-like Higgs Portal DM model. The model has sizable production rate of the gg → bbΦ 1 (→ χχ) process in the large tan β region. Thus can be searched for in final states containing either one energetic b-tagged jet plus MET or two b-tagged jets plus MET, depending on the size of the transverse momentum of the second b-jet.
At the particle level, for m H/A 125 GeV, there are more than 37% of signal events that have at least one b-quark with p T (b) > 20 GeV and |η(b)| < 2.5. The efficiency drops to 2.5% when large MET (p T (H/A) > 100 GeV) is required. The mono-b signature has been searched at the LHC based on the effective operator O b . We recast the experimental analysis in our Φ 1 -like portal DM model. The exclusion bound is extrapolated to 14 TeV LHC with integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 . We find that in the light mediator region, for a wide range of Y χ , models with Y b as small as ∼ 0.1 can be probed/excluded at the HL-LHC.
The efficiency for two b-quarks signal is around 5% for m H/A = 125 GeV, and can be increased to ∼ 17% when m H/A ∼ 1 TeV. The information of the additional b-jet in the 2b+MET signature can help to suppress the backgrounds without requiring large MET, thus will improve the search sensitivity in the light mediator region comparing to the mono-b signature. We adopt a search for final state containing exactly two b-tagged jets using the razor variables. The distributions of which for SM backgrounds can be simply modeled by smooth functions, so that heavy use Monte Carlo simulation can be avoided. By studying the shapes of the razor variables, we find the 2b+MET search has comparable sensitivity with the mono-b search when requiring the signal to background ratio to be greater than a few percent. Especially, for m H/A ∼ 125 GeV, even Y b smaller than 0.1 can be reached by the HL-LHC with very mild dependence on Y χ .
